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Mobility change:
path and pace uncertain
After several generations of stability, we are entering a period of expanding transportation
options that could have major impacts on oil, power and metals markets.

 The threat to internal combustion engines
must be taken seriously this time.

have been broadly followed by the
developing world with few exceptions.

 Perfect storm of technology, policy
and behavior is expanding options for
future mobility.

From time to time over this period, there
has been talk about alternative fuels for
transportation, often driven by
concerns about availability of supply,
energy independence and high prices.
With transportation accounting for 20%
of global energy demand, potential
shifts can have major consequences.

 Changes to the on-road fleet won’t
happen overnight.
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 Obstacles include vehicle costs – battery
(lithium, cobalt) — range and refueling.
 Global oil demand still is likely to rise
for at least another decade.

Global fleet and energy system

Use your smartphone to scan code or
visit platts.com/transport-future-nyc
to watch Mark Schwartz and Roman
Kramarchuk discuss the impact of
changes in transport on global oil demand

In many ways, our transportation
system has changed very little over the
past half century. Certainly cars, trucks,
planes and vessels have improved
substantially with greater efficiency and
additional amenities ranging from
greater horsepower to video screens.
But the change has been evolutionary
and the fuel choice – overwhelmingly oil
products – is nearly the same as it was
in the 1950s. Furthermore, the patterns
established in the developed world,
where higher incomes allowed the initial
large expansion of personal vehicle
penetration, trucking and air travel,
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At one point in the 1980s methanol,
manufactured from natural gas was put
forward as a possible alternative.
Natural gas, particularly as a longdistance trucking fuel, was perceived to
be an emerging threat to oil within the
past decade. LPG has made some
inroads around the world, especially in
taxi use. When the Toyota Prius hybrid
was first introduced there was a view
that hybrids would dominate the fleet
within several decades.
Excitement over hydrogen fuel cells has
come and gone several times and may
return again down the road given fuel
cell energy density advantages. But at
least so far, use of the internal
combustion engine (ICE) powered by oilbased fuels for transport has survived
the challenges. For perspective, oil
currently fuels about 97% of energy use
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 Policy is supporting EVs in many parts
of the world either with direct subsidy
support or via restrictions (so far
mostly in the planning stage) on the use
of ICEs. Taxation policy toward
conventional fuels as well as electricity
pricing will also play a role. The reasons
for the policy support vary. In some
cases it is driven by CO2 emission
concerns where the benefit will depend
on the marginal source of electric
power or hydrogen. In many cases it is
driven by local air quality issues. In still
other cases, such as in China, it is
driven in part by industrial policy and
national goals for vehicle and battery

But while the direction of penetration is
clear, the speed and the magnitude of
that penetration are uncertain, with a
wide range of opinions currently being
put forward. Can automakers really
move so quickly to offer new electric
models? If the models are available, will
consumers buy them? Some believe that
EVs will remain a niche market. Others
assume EVs will dominate new car sales
within a decade.
We know with some certainty that the
impact of EV penetration on fuel use will
take time to emerge. (We define EVs
here to include pure battery electric
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All of these driving forces suggest that EV
penetration in cars, as well as light and
heavy trucks, may very well represent a
real threat to ICE vehicles this time
around. Certainly, automakers are
concerned enough to be preparing more
than 100 different models of EVs to come
to the market over the next five years.
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 Technology is allowing the costs of
electric vehicles (EV) to fall to a point
where they may be cost competitive
with ICEs within a decade or so
without giving up performance or
other amenities. Technology is also
progressing in the area of autonomous
vehicles (AV).

However, the challenge to ICEs this time
around appears to be more serious.
Hardly a day goes by without an
automaker announcing a new electric
model or a government announcing future
goals to reduce the role of ICE vehicles.

Influenced by technology, regulation and human behaviors
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We would expect to see major changes in
the energy mix when multiple drivers,
including policy, technology, and
consumer behavior, work simultaneously,
as appears to be the case now.

 Consumer behavior will be driven in
part by policy and technology, which
will influence the relative cost of
transportation options – both upfront
capital costs and fuel costs. But there
also will be a reciprocal impact on
policy and technology by consumer
concerns and preferences with regard
to performance, storage space,
refueling time and uncertainty, and
other driving amenities. Electric
vehicles may also see uplift from
being perceived as “next generation
transport”. Consumer comfort with
autonomous vehicles as well as car
and ride-sharing may play a role in the
longer term as well. We also may find
that future generations take a
different view on the importance of
car ownership.

BOARDROOM WORRY ABOUT THE 3Ds
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production. Energy security is still a
concern in a number of regions.
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in transport, while the transportation
sector accounts for nearly 60% of total
oil use. Demand from passenger cars
has been growing and alone makes up
25% of the total draw on oil, with
commercial transport a major
contributor. Strong growth in oil demand
for non-energy petchem feedstock and
for bunkers is less directly impacted by
such developments.

Technology

Decarbonization

Source: S&P Global Platts Analytics

vehicles and plug-in hybrids.) Fuel use is
determined by the entire on-road fleet
of vehicles – both cars and trucks.
In the case of light duty models, the
global fleet is approximately 1.1 billion
vehicles. But annual sales of new cars
are less than about 10% of that number.
Currently, EV sales are only about 2% of
new car sales and less than 0.2% of the
existing fleet. Needless to say, there
first must be a significant expansion of
the EV share of new car sales before EVs
eventually represent a significant share
of the fleet and of fuel consumption.
We will not be caught by surprise if we
are paying attention. We will observe the
trends in new car sales and whether they
disappoint or exceed expectations well
before there is a meaningful impact on
fuel use. This also clarifies the forecaster’s
key question: What will determine the
rate of penetration of new car sales?

Consumer adoption dynamics
Certainly the economic attractiveness
of EVs versus alternatives will be the key
factor for the vast majority of drivers.
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While subsidies will play a role initially,
it is unlikely that they will support the
industry beyond the early years because
subsidy costs tp governments would
rise dramatically with expanding sales
volume. Ultimately the costs of EVs, and
in particular their battery packs, must
come down to the point where there is
no significant premium in the total costs
of ownership, taking into account
capital and operating costs. The fuel
portion of operating costs will be heavily
influenced by oil product taxes and
policies on electricity pricing. Countries
with high oil taxes and duties, such as
Japan and those in Europe, will see EVs
become economically attractive first.
However, economics also will depend on
how electricity prices are set during
times of peak recharging.
Consumers take resale value into account
in their vehicle purchase decisions, and
they will need to be convinced that the
deterioration of battery packs will not
dramatically depress the resale value of
their electric vehicle. This concern has
driven the majority of EV purchasers to
date to lease rather than purchase
vehicles since the battery accounts for
more than one-third of the value of a
typical electric car today.
When will this happen? Certainly there
has been a major reduction in costs over
the past decade. The costs of the lithium
ion battery packs have come down from
$1,000/kWh in 2010 to below $250/kWh
today. While Tesla has built its first
gigafactory, expansive plans for
additional battery manufacturing
capacity, particularly in China, should
continue to drive battery costs down,
potentially toward $100/kWh by the end of
the next decade. At that level, EVs should
achieve parity with ICEs even in the lower
fuel cost markets such as the US and
China. But this assumes that costs of key
material inputs to the battery pack,
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including lithium, cobalt, nickel, graphite
and copper, will not increase significantly
from current levels as battery production
grows, perhaps by a factor of 100 or more.
Metals availability and cost are discussed
in greater detail elsewhere in this
report, but it is clear that the materials
component of cost will grow more
important as other manufacturing costs
are reduced.
The other key obstacles to wide-scale
EV adoption involve refueling/charging,
including frequency, availability and
duration of the process. Frequency of
refueling will of course be tied to vehicle
range. The longest ranges for EVs today
are more than 200 miles/321 km with
Tesla’s Model 3 citing a range of just
over 300 miles/482 km. The average
range for ICEs is more than 400 miles.
Currently the lack of widespread
availability of recharging stations is a
key constraint on consumer purchases.
The infrastructure is being built out by a
combination of players, including
electric utilities, EV automakers,
traditional fuel suppliers and
governments, but there is much to be
done to give consumers the comfort
level that they currently have with the
availability of gasoline and diesel.
The time required to recharge is also a
major constraint. The fastest recharge
today requires at least 30 minutes to get
less than a complete charge. The slower
recharging options (including most home
systems) can take more than a day for a
full charge, compared to a few minutes
for filling up an ICE. Even with major
vehicle cost reductions, we will probably
need to see a continued reduction in
recharge time. This will be difficult to
accomplish via recharging technology
improvements alone. Behavioral
changes, such as swapping new for
depleted batteries (as proposed in India),
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also should be considered, as well as
potentially other changes, such as roads
that facilitate recharging via induction.

EV PASSENGER CAR FLEET FORECAST RANGE
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As discussed in a later chapter, the
recharging impact on both the local and
wholesale electric grid is another factor
that will have to be managed, and this will
vary by region. These impacts will be
minor while penetration is low, but will
become significant over time. For
instance, in a region with surplus solar
power during mid-day, recharging of EVs
while at work might be optimal. Where
there is surplus baseload power,
overnight recharging may be preferred.
These choices will also influence the CO2
benefits from a switch to EVs. Managing
grid impacts will require some restrictions
on the time and speed of charging,
ultimately impacting the variable costs
and the convenience of EVs.
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S&P Global Platts Analytics estimated global passenger car fleet size:
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2040: 1.7 billion
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This discussion thus far has focused
primarily on personal vehicles, but EVs
will be competing in the heavier vehicle
space – both light and heavy trucks as
well as buses. Globally, heavy duty
vehicles have largely avoided the
efficiency standard policies that are
commonplace for passenger cars. Tesla
already has received orders for its semitruck model from both UPS and Pepsi.
The list of municipalities that have taken
steps to shift their bus fleet over to
electric models spans the entire globe,
from Santiago, to Geneva, to Shenzhen
(though long-distance electric coaches
face greater challenges) While there are
far fewer trucks than cars on the road,
the impact could be more significant
than suggested by the vehicle numbers.
In the United States, Class 8 trucks,
which include tractor trailers and dump
trucks, typically are driven about 70,000
miles / 113,000 km per year, and the fuel
efficiency is quite low –around 7 miles
per gallon. Replacing one heavy duty
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EV sales

Total sales

Source: International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

truck can have the fuel impact of
replacing about 20 cars. However, the
cost and weight of batteries to support
heavy trucks may prove to be a difficult
obstacle. Fuels with greater energy
density such as LNG or hydrogen may be
a better fit. For certain classes of trucks
(eg, delivery trucks) refueling time and
availability could be less of a constraint,
particularly if a fleet owner has the
capability to refuel overnight at its own
central station. In the case of city
buses, fuel choice may be more easily
influenced by government policy where
government entities are often the
owners of the vehicles. Electric buses
would also be well suited to the benefits
of regenerative breaking given their
frequent stop/start nature. China in
particular has put in place an aggressive
program to electrify the city bus fleet.

Total fleet
LDV=Light Duty Vehicle

Broadly speaking, batteries fare
relatively poorly when compared to
petroleum products in terms of specific
and volumetric energy density. This
poses particular problems for the
penetration of electric vehicles in
applications where compact space and
low weight count for a premium for
longer hauls.
To match the range of heavy duty
Class 8 trucks traveling long
distances, for example, electric truck
batteries would need to take up
valuable space and account for
considerable weight – butting up
against legal limits on truck weight.
Airplanes offer an extreme example of
this, where aviation biofuels may offer a
more feasible low carbon fuel option.
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Impacts on oil demand

EVs. For instance we assume that the
average efficiency of new vehicles will
increase by 1.7%/year or nearly 50%
between now and 2040. But with
population and economic growth, that will
not quite be sufficient to bring transport
growth to a halt. If EVs were to grow to
around 30% of new vehicles sales, that
would lead to a plateau in road
transportation use by ~ 2035. In order to
force a major decline in transport oil use,
we would need to see more aggressive
penetration. If EVs become the vehicle of
choice, say reaching 90% of new car sales
by 2030, then we could see a decline in
peak oil demand from road transportation
between 2025 and 2030, and then a 5

Of course for those in the downstream oil
industry, it matters very much whether
electrification and other alternative fuels
hit cars or trucks earlier and harder. A
greater penetration into cars (Europe aside)
primarily will impact gasoline demand,
while a greater penetration into trucking
primarily will impact diesel demand.
What would it take for EV penetration to
halt the growth in global oil demand? First
off, we note that the growth in
transportation oil demand will be slowed
significantly by efficiency improvements
in ICEs regardless of what happens with

IN SOME COUNTRIES EVS ARE STARTING TO BECOME ECONOMIC
BUT FOR MAJORITY BATTERY COSTS NEED TO DROP MUCH FURTHER
4

Global electric VMT (million miles/day)

Battery price - reference ($/kWh)

3

Uncertainty around oil demand is
substantial, posing difficult choices for
large producers and long cycle
investments. Short cycle shale is
increasingly seen as a strategy, but
without large capital projects, decline
rates could leave the world short, even
in an 80 million b/d world. Countries
with large reserves, such as Saudi
Arabia, must decide whether to support
price or maximize production before
demand weakens, while OPEC remains
keen to keep prices in the sweet spot
that balances budgets, stimulates
demand and avoids substitution by
other fuels/technologies.
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million b/d drop in average daily oil
demand from road transportation by
2040. But even in such a case, total global
oil demand would still amount to more
than 110 million b/d or about 10 million b/d
more than today’s global demand.
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Downstream refining is likely to face
uncertainty, varying by geography, as
refinery footprints are unlikely to
match demand. A steady demand
decline would likely result in
consolidation, but rapid disruptive
decline could also lead to weak
margins, threatening many refineries.

BATTERY WEIGHT NEEDED TO MATCH RANGE OF ICE WITH FULL FUEL TANK
1,000,000

The role of autonomous vehicles

Battery weight (kg)

Up until this point we have not addressed
other related mobility issues, including
those involving autonomous vehicles
(AVs), car sharing or ride sharing. These
may, or may not, have additional impacts
on fuel choice although they could have
far-reaching impacts on vehicle sales
and even urban design.
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The impact on fuel will be driven by the
potential impacts on three variables:

Note: Energy density of gasoline 65 x best commercial battery
Source: S&P Global Platts Analytics, US EPA, California ARB
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 Distance driven;
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 Fuel efficiency; and

TOTAL OIL DEMAND BY SECTOR COMPARISON

 Fuel choice.

125

There is some evidence that widespread
use of AVs could result in more driving if,
for example, they proved to be substitutes
for local public transportation or medium
distance train and plane travel (eg, a
consumer may prefer to take an AV door
to door for a trip of 300 km rather than
taking a train or plane if the car can do the
driving and provide additional
convenience and privacy).
AVs also could be used by the elderly,
young or disabled to increase their
mobility and independence.
AVs should improve efficiency at the
margin. To the extent that AV’s can be
managed to avoid traffic, reduce drag,
and maintain optimal speed, this should
result in higher efficiency.
Also, if they operate more safely, with
lower risk of collision, this could lead
to the use of lighter-weight materials
and an associated improvement in
fuel efficiency.
Will AVs by necessity be EVs? While that
does not necessarily have to be the
case, at least so far there seems to be a
preference by automakers to opt for EV
drives. If AV utilization rates are higher,
it would make sense to choose the
vehicle with lower variable costs. If that
proves to be the case, higher AV uptake
will mean higher EV uptake. More
intense car utilization could also lead to
quicker fleet turnover, hastening
ultimate efficiency gains
Will the net impact of all of these further
reduce the demand for oil products? It is
possible, but the EV/non-EV choice will
probably prove to be more important
than AV penetration.
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What about ride sharing – will it further
reduce oil product demand? This is
certainly possible, but we should keep in
mind that part of the drive for individuals
to purchase a car has traditionally been
the desire for privacy and greater control
of their transportation.
Ride sharing schemes of the future, like
carpooling schemes of the past, would
have to overcome that tendency.
Car sharing might not result in a greater
distance driven or a change in fuel
choice, but it could result in average
efficiency improvement if people chose
vehicles suited to their needs, ie., if a
commuter used a small vehicle for daily
commutes but a larger vehicle on
weekends for family outings.
Again, this is a possibility, but we note
that cars serve purposes beyond pure
transport, including storage, and losing
the ability to store personal items in a
glove compartment or trunk, or infant
seats, etc. may be a strong disincentive.

Hydrogen advantages
Of course EV’s are not necessarily the
end game for transport technology.
Reductions of GHG and conventional
pollutants are also driving developments

of natural gas (CNG, LNG, and
renewable/biogas) and high-pressure
direct injection (HPDI) vehicle options.
However, it may be that hydrogen will
ultimately allow better solutions to both
range and refueling constraints. As
mentioned earlier, hydrogen may provide
a much better fit for heavy duty vehicles
where higher energy density is key.
Hydrogen infrastructure build-out will be
required but might be simpler given the
ability to focus on highways initially rather
the broader network required for personal
vehicles, which could follow. However,
whether it is hydrogen or electricity that
ultimately wins out, the impacts on
conventional oil demand may be similar.
We should note that oil demand currently
and in the future will be driven by more
than road transport demand. Air and
marine transport use of oil is likely to grow
for decades to come with new technologies
likely to be slower to penetrate. The growth
in the use of petroleum as a petrochemical
feed will continue even beyond that. But
the oil market will look quite different to us
all, upstream, downstream and
midstream, if road transport is in
decline rather than growing.
For that reason, it is imperative to keep a
close eye on all of the emerging options
with the potential to impact mobility.
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